In a recently published paperf I investigated the number P(x, x') of primes w in a real quadratic field satisfying the inequalities 0<co<x, 0<w'<x'.
The method used there depends on certain refined estimates of the "angular" distribution of prime numbers in real quadratic fields.f In the present paper I propose to give another more direct proof for the estimate of P(x, x'), which starts from the obvious remark that for a totally positive unit r» of the field we have (1) P(x, x') = P(xv, x'v').
This fact leads to the periodicity of the function P(xr¡v, x'n'v) with respect to the variable v, and subsequently to a Fourier development of P(xvv, x'rj'') as function of z>. § Our function P(x, x') is a special case of a more general type, which may be described as follows: Let/(p., p') be a function defined for all integers p of the real quadratic field k (p.' being the conjugate of p) having the property (2) f(u, p') = fipv, p'v') for all totally positive units 77 of the field. Then we have F(x, x') = 21 /(m, p) = Z /(m, ß) = 22 f(m, mV) o</i< x o<(i!,< xn o<»iii< n 0<m'<*' 0<mV<*V 0<»'l|'<l'l,' = £ /(","') =F(x", xir,'), »<K xv 0<r'<x'v' analogous to (1). But F(x, x') is of course discontinuous and hence would not furnish an absolutely convergent Fourier series, which however we need for the application to the estimate of the number of primes in certain rectangles ( §2). We therefore prefer to investigate Ft(x,x') = E (x -u)(x' -p')f(p, p') (the notation 0-iu^Zx being an abbreviation of both the inequalities 0 <u <x and 0<u'<x' together), which yields an absolutely convergent Fourier series.
In §2 we specialize f(u, p.') and hence Fi(x, x') for our prime-number problem and then have to make use of some results given in "W" concerning Hecke's f (s, X)-functions. In §3 we are in a position to go back from Fi(x, x') to F(x, x') in this special case. Our principal results are the formulas (13), (33), (43) .
For the sake of simplicity we content ourselves with these formulas. Of course no fundamental changes would occur if we introduce an ideal modul a and a fixed algebraic integer k and then sum only over the integers u=k (mod a). Instead of the totally positive fundamental unit r/ we should have to use the totally positive fundamental unit r/0 mod a, i.e., with t7" = 1 (mod a)-But the more general result having been already given as a theorem of "K," page 76, and our main interest being at present the exhibition of the other method, we confine ourselves to the case a = (1).
A Fourier expansion
Let r/>0 be the totally positive fundamental unit, and especially r¡>l-> we then have v > 0, vv' = 1, r\' = r/-1.
Let/(p., p.') have the property (2). Then we build up the function (3) Fiix, x) = E (* -u)(x' -u')f(fi, p').
Now we have
Therefore Fiix-q", x'r¡~v) as function of v is periodic with the period 1. It has obviously a bounded derivative and therefore can be developed into an ab-[May solutely convergent Fourier series, which we write down immediately for the special value v = 0 :
Fi(x, x') = 22 I e-ÍTinvFiixr¡v, x'r¡-v)dv n=-oo " 0 +00 /» 1 = 22 I e~2winv 22 (xvv -p)(x'"-" -p')f(p, p')dv.
n=-oo " 0 0<m< hi"
If we collect associated numbers, i.e., numbers differing only by factors that are powers of 17,* we get
Fiix, x') +00 Ç. 1
where the notation (p)i indicates that only one representative p is taken out of each set of associated numbers (in the narrowest sense). The finite summation over (p)i may at once be interchanged with the integration, and in the exponential function we can replace v by v-k:
If we now interchange also the integration and the summation with respect to k, we observe that v is not only bounded by 0^î»^l, but for each k also by pT)k<X7]v and by p'r¡~k <x'r¡~v, which we can express as follows:
the range of integration in v for each k being determined by the two conditions -ijl-tál-i, -< r;"-* < -; x p only those values of k are admitted for which the second condition yields a v between 0 and 1. We substitute wior v-k:
* More precisely these numbers should be called "associated in the narrowest sense," as only totally positive units and not all units are admitted as factors. We shall have to recall this distinction later, on p. 387.
with the conditions of integration p x logloga; p -k -¿ w -^ 1 -k, -< w <-log t? log 7?
But ¿ running through all appropriate integers, the integrals for successive k unite to one integral, the boundaries of which are given by the second condition alone:
say. We have now to evaluate the integrals 7"(p, p.'). First, for n^O, we get /log (z'/(i')/log 1( {(xx' + p.u')e-2*inw -Ux'e-27rinw-w Io* '
{2irin + logt; 27TÎ« -log 77 j and finally
For n = 0 we get by an easy calculation
Before introducing (5) and (6) into (4) we make use of the following Lemma. Let 0 <y, y = yi°ev with the principal value of log y, and a, ß complex numbers, c real with c>max (9î(a), 9t(/3)). Then To prove the lemma we consider first an integral extended from c -iil to c+iti with large positive £2. This path of integration parallel to the imaginary axis is then to be replaced by a half-circle with radius ß, center c; for 0<y<:i we take the half-circle to the right-hand side (side of the positive real part in the s-plane), for 1 ^y we take the half-circle to the left-hand side. An easy estimate shows that on both half-circles the integral tends to zero with infinitely increasing radius ß. In the first case no pole is enclosed between the new and the old path of integration, in the second the poles -a and -ß. The calculus of residues then yields the result.
An application of (7) to (5) gives for 0<Ar(p)/(xx') <1 The two integrals can be contracted into one:
The definition (4) shows clearly that 7"(p, u') depends on n continuously.
Hence (10) is valid for w = 0 also. This could of course be verified by direct reference to (6). By our lemma the integrals in (8), and therefore also the integrals in (10), are equal to zero for l¿N(p)/(xx') or iV(p)^xx'. Hence it is unnecessary after the introduction of (10) into (4) to restrict the summation to the range Nip) ^xx', and thus we get
Up to this point the function /(p, p') has been subject to no other conditions than (2). Let us now assume fip,p') =0(\N(ß)\>) with a certain real a. If we then introduce /(m,m')H) (12) Znis) = E -r^rf-.
»S-o the series is absolutely convergent for 9Î (s) > a +1. In this half-plane the function Znis) is certainly regular. The number c>0, determining the path of integration in (10), can be chosen as greater than a+l. Then the interchange of the summation over p and the integration is justified. From (11) and (12) we get xx' +oc / x N'T"
Fxix, x') = 22 (x -P)ix' -p')fip, p') = --21 (-) O^^x lOg 7? "=_" \ X / 1 fc+ic° ixx'yZnis)
If we treat the term w = 0 separately by using its original form (6), we have
the prime at the summation sign meaning the omission of n = 0. In formulas (13) and (13a) we have attained the objects of this paragraph. It may here be added that by quite analogous reasoning and calculation we can derive the formula Fo(x, x') = 2Tf(p, P)
where 21* indicates a special treatment of the boundary summands: a term f(p, p') withp = x, p <x' or with p<x, p'=x' is only to be taken into account as \fiji, p), whereas a term with p = x, p'=x' does not count at all. But the series in (14) with summation over n is not absolutely convergent and therefore not suited to our further applications. I am in the possession of a more general formula, of which (13) and (14) are special cases and which I hope to communicate on another occasion.
Estimate of prime numbers in rectangles
We shall now specialize our formula (13) for treating our prime-number problem. Let us put (I for (p) prime ideal, (15) f(ß,ß') = < , 1.0 otherwise.
For this special/(p, p.') the function Fix, x') may be called Pi(x, x'). In this case we have
ai running only through prime numbers, i.e., integers, whose principal ideals («) are prime ideals. We are in a position to discuss the function by reducing it to Hecke's well known f(s, X)-functions.
For this purpose we introduce following Heckef "ideal numbers" p, which together with the numbers of the algebraic field k constitute a certain larger realm S in which multiplication, division, and the operation of determining the greatest common divisor are possible without exception, and in which moreover all units belong to the given field k. These numbers can be separated into 22h classes under the stipulation that two belong to the same class when and only when their quotient is a totally positive (integral or fractional) algebraic number of the field. The number h is the ordinary class number.
Let x(p) be a character of the Abelian class group of order 22h; the unit element of this class group being the class of all totally positive algebraic numbers of the field k, we have x(m) = 1 for p£-0, and especially x(v) = 1 for all characters x-Hence we have 1
x(ù)\»(ù) Znis) = -2-, 2-, i-r~ ' 4h x Wh \N(û)\> where we use Hecke's notation =(r=(0 -irt'/log 17 and (<5)i means again that out of each set of ideal numbers associated in the narrow sense we have only to take one representative. But two numbers not associated in the narrow sense may well be associated in the ordinary sense. If we select only non-associated numbers in the ordinary sense, we must consider units 6 which are not narrowly associated: with e> 1 the ordinary fundamental unit. (For q = 1 we have only +1 and -1 not associated in the narrow sense; for «7 = 2 the units +1, -1, +e, -e.) Obviously x(0)XB(0) is a character of this group of units. Now we have to distinguish two cases : (i) x(0)XB(0) = 1 f°r all units 6. This occurs for certain x, which have the property x(0) = X~"(0) for the finite group of not narrowly associated units. Such X always exist. Indeed, for given X" they are determined at first only for the subgroup of such classes which contain units. But according to a general property of characters of Abelian groups it is always possible to extend a character given on a subgroup to the total enclosing group. The number of such characters is equal to the index of the subgroup in the total group; in our case therefore +h/{2q). For such x we have ■c-^ 2 log 77 (19) £xWXB(0) = 2c7 = -11 (« 1 log e because of (18). In this case we call (in a slight modification of Hecke's terminology) the product x(£)XB(p) an "angular character for ideals" and use the abbreviated symbol xX"(p). In fact because xX"(0) = l the character xXB(p) has the same value for all p representing the same ideal.
(ii) Not for all units 0 is x(0)X"(0) = 1. Then x(0)XB(0) is not the principal character for the subgroup of the classes containing units, hence we have 21 xWXB(0) = 0.
(«1 In (17) therefore we have only to consider such x as give rise to an angular character xX"(£) for ideals (such x exist, as mentioned above, in number 2h/q). If in a summation over x we have to select such x in the manner mentioned with regard to X" we will mark it by a subscript X" attached to the summation sign. From (17) and (19) ' -#(«))} The two infinite sums over n^O in (22) are now to be estimated. We begin with the second of these sums, which is easier to handle. In the following the letter C is used for positive constants, not necessarily always the same.
The functions Bn(s) being regular and bounded for 9î(s) ^o-0>|, we can shift the path of integration to the left up to the abscissa f. Then we have /,
By reason of symmetry the latter integral from -°o to + <*> can be replaced by twice the integral extended from 0 to + oo ; without loss of generality we can further suppose n>0:
For the estimate of the first infinite sum over n in (22) we shall make use of the following
Lemma. There exists an absolute constant E^l such that in the region iboundaries included) of the plane of the complex variable s=cr+it 6000(log(l + |»|) + log(l + |i|))^ «r ^ 3, \t\ à E, 1 -PRIME NUMBERS OF REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS 1^ a ^ 3, \t\-e E, 391 6000 (log (1 + | n | ) + log (1 + E)) the function log f(s, x^n),for n^O, is regular and satisfies respectively the inequalities log f(s, xX») | Ú C(log2 (1 + | »| ) + log2 (1 + | /| )), | t\ à E,
As to the proof, this lemma is only a slight modification of Theorem 6 in my paper "W." We have only to consider log f(s, xX") instead of iÇ'/ï)(s, xX") in that theorem. The Carathéodory-Landau lemma permits then all the necessary conclusions in the proof. Moreover, in the wording of the present lemma we have replacedr(/, n) by its definition t(/, n) = (1 +11\ )2(1 +1 n\ )2.
By means of this lemma we are in a position to transform the path of integration from 2-¿oo to 2+¿°o into the following path P:
We thus have 1 IX 6000 (log (1 +| n\) + log(l -t)) 1 6000 (log (1 + | n | ) + log (1 + E)) ' 1 6000 (log (1 + | n | ) + log (1 + t)) ' jxx'Y log r(s, xX")_ p is + iyn) (s -iyn) (s + 1 + ¿7«) (s + 1 -iyn) t < -E < t < E:
Jo ( say. We assume always xx' ^ 1 ; it follows that (log xx')1/2^0 and henceiT^T,.
It may be that E = K or E=K = L, in which cases 7i = 0, or /i=/2 = 0, respectively.
For Jx, only E<K remains to be considered. We have f y (xx')1-^10« d+«)+i»« (1+B')(log2 (1 + t) + log2 (1 + »))
Ji ^ I --dt = Je ii + yn + 0(1 + 7« -0(1 + yn + 0(1 + 7« -0
This estimate of course is also valid for E = K. Secondly, for K=L we have J2 =0. If we assume K<Lvie have Collecting our results we get from (22), (23), (24), (25), (26) }2 (* -«)(*' -«0 / " log2 (1 + ») \ = ff + 0((xx')7'4) + 01 xx'22 ---e_c log lr'/(Ioi <i+»)+(i°« «»')»«) ).
In order to calculate the sum in the second O-term we put
Hence our result reads as follows :
(27) Piix, x') = 22 (x -o>)(x' -«') -H + 0((xx')2e-c(l0«"'»"2)
with c in a new meaning. Our next aim is to give a concise formula for H. We start with the formulas 3. Passing from 7>i(x, x') to Poix, x') Let 5 be a positive number, 5<x, which may be at our disposal until later. We have on one hand Pi(x + Ô, x) -P(x, x') = 8 }2 (x'-a/)+ £ (* + S-a)(x'-w') (.34) o<oi<i is«<i+i 0O'<*' 0<u'<x'
and on the other hand from Í33) where p runs through all integers in the assigned rectangle. The integers forming a point lattice, their number is of the order of the rectangle's area, plus an errorarising from the boundaries. But as the boundaries of the rectangle of one small side b and one long side x' are relatively long, we have to transform the rectangle into a more suitable shape. In fact, there are as many integers in 0 < p' < x, x ^ p < x + ¿5, asm X77' g p < (x + 5)77', 0 < p' < x'r,-1, and we can choose the exponent / in such a way as to have 617' and x'r/-' of the same order, i.e., ¿V = O((ox')"2), x'77-'-= 0((5x')1/2).
Then the length of the boundary of the rectangle is 0((5x')1/2), and we have 22 1 = OiSx' + (ox')1'2 + 1) xg«< x+J 0<>i'< x' and hence (36) 21 (x + 5 -co)(x'-co') = 0(52x'2)+ 0(o3'2x'3'2)+ 0(ox').
x^w< X+J 0<oi<x'
Moreover we have (37) log (x + 6)x' -log xx' = log (l + -^ = ~ + o(-^\ , (x + 5)x' log (x + b)x' -xx' log xx' = xx'(log (x + 6)x' -log xx') + ox' log (x + b)x' /S2x'\ /b2x'\ = Ox' + Ol-j + ox' log xx' + OÍ-J
and = áx'(l + log xx /ô2x'\
